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1. In this paper we answer a question raised by Titchmarsh concerning

integral functions whose zeros are real and negative, and whose asymptotic

behaviour on the negative real axis is prescribed. In particular we prove the

following result.

Theorem I. Let

(1) /(*) - Il(l + —) (0 < a„ < an+i, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • )
n=i \        aj

be an integral function such that, for each e>0,

(2) log  | f(—x) | < irx^cot TTp + e)

for all sufficiently large x(>0), and

(3) log  | /(—*») | > irxn(cot up — e)

for sufficiently large xn of a sequence such that

Xn —* +   » , Xn+l/xn —> 1.

Then, as x tends to infinity along the positive real axis, the relation

(4) log f(x) ~ TTX" csc wp

holds if either

(i) 0<p<l/2 and

(5) log/(x) = o(xll2);or

(ii)   l/2<p<l.
Part (i) of this theorem was proved by Titchmarsh [6, p. 195](1), who

pointed out that nothing can be expected if p = l/2, and left part (ii) as a

speculation. Actually Titchmarsh replaces (5) of the hypothesis by the con-

dition n(x) =o(x112), which is trivially equivalent to (5), and the conclusion

by n(x)'^xp, which follows from (4) by a theorem of Tauberian character [l,

pp. 90-95; 2, pp. 210-212; 6, pp. 186-188; 7, pp. 237-243; 8, pp. 121-127].
We find it desirable to take up a more general viewpoint similar to that of

Paley and Wiener [5, p. 79, Theorem XXVI], considering Theorem I as
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(') Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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a kind of limiting case of the following theorem.

Theorem II. Let \a\ <ir, 0<p<l, and the function f(z) defined by (1)

satisfy

(6) log | f(rneia) | < 7rr„ csc 7rp(cos pa + e)

for sufficiently large rn of a sequence such that

rn —> + °°,        rn+i/rn -* 1,

and satisfy

(7) log | f(tne  ) | > irtn csc xp(cos pa — e)

for a similar sequence tn. Then, as x tends to infinity along the positive real axis,

the relation

log f(x) ~ TX" CSC 7rp

holds if either

(8) (i) | a | < r/(2p)

(9) log/(x) = o(ä'/2I«I);

or

(10) (n) | «| >V(2p).

Theorem II is not so to speak proved directly, but is obtained by a de-

vice, essentially due to Titchmarsh, from the following theorem.

Theorem III. Let \a\ <ir, 0<p<l, and the function f(z) defined by (1)

satisfy

(11) log | f(reia) | < xr" csc xp(cos pa + e) (r > r(e)).

Then

(12) logf(x) < xx"(csc xp + e) (x > x(e))

follows from (8) and (9), and

(13) log f(x) > xx"(csc xp — e) (x > x(e))

from (10).

If (11) is replaced by

(14) log | f(reia) | > irrp csc xp(cos pa — e) (r > r(e))

¿Aere (13) follows from (8) aw¿ (9), and (12) /row (10).
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Functions of the form (1) are of at most order 1. We are able, in Theorems

IV, V, and VI, to give generalisations of Theorems III, II, and I respectively

to functions of finite order, the first generalisation being in a sense complete,

the others partial.

2. Our proof of Theorem III is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let\p(z) be an analytic function of z = rew, regular for | arg z\ <ir,

and on the negative real axis with the possible exception of logarithmic singu-

larities.

Suppose also that \[/(z) is real on the positive real axis and that

(15) | yp(z) | = o(r"~112)     as     |z| = r->0,

(16) J      | \P(reie) | de = o(r"+1>2)     as    r -» oo,
J —T

where p is an integer.

Then for |arg z\ <ir we have

(-Xy f*  s*-ll*H[f(teir)}di

pH-U*(t + z)

Proof. The result is obtained by considering the contour integral

(-xy /•- t"-wK{au"))dt ■
yp(z) = -  I-(z y± 0).

■k      Ja t»+i<Hl + z)

if    z*+1/W)«T
ip(z) = - I    ->

2-kíJt ïp+1'2(i; - z)

where T is the contour formed by the radii arg f= ±7r joined by the circum-

ferences of the circles

| f | = ô, | f | = R

and 2 lies within this contour. The integral along the first circle tends to

zero as 5—»0, by (15), and the integral along the second tends to zero as

R—>oo, by (16). Hence

lirl     L J o

M iz"+ll2{ip(te~") +\P(tei*)\dt~
\f/(z) =-

'o l"+1l2(t + z)

and since \p(z) is supposed to be real on the positive real axis, it takes conju-

gate values at conjugate points, and we have

(-1)"  r°°  z"+1'2%{^(tei')}dt

7T Jo *"+1'2(* +  2)

as required.

Proof of Theorem III. We may obviously assume that a>0.

In Lemma 1 we put
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fa(z) m log f(z«l'),

take z = x, and obtain the formula

(-1)"  rx   x"+1/2 log I /(/Va) I dt
(17) log f(x*) =- -:-^^-^-U-

X       Jo t"+1'2(t+x)

where

X = a/ir.

Since we propose, by means of the inequality (11), to approximate to

the above integral in terms of

(18) 7=.  I      -,
Jo (t + x)

we must choose the integer p so as to satisfy the convergence requirements of

(18), as well as (15) and (16). Now we know that

0 < Xp < 1

and since the integral (18) converges only when

(19) p '- 1/2 < \p < p + 1/2,

the only possible values of the integer p are 0 and 1.

Near the origin

(20) !*(*)! =|log/(^)| =0(1 ah,

and as \z\ tends to infinity

(21) \faz)\ = \logf(*)\ = o(\z\*)(2).

It is easily seen that when

(22) Xp < 1/2

we must take p = 0 to satisfy (19). In this case (15) is a result of (20), and (16)

of

(23) |log/(i*)|-«K|*|1").

a condition that follows from

(24) log/(*) = o(x*l2«)(2).

(2) We here justify (21) and, for convenience, also set down some results required later.

From the convergence of IT^j (l+z/a„) (0<a„<a„+i; n = l, 2, 3, • • ■ ) follows that of

Sr_i an and f°n(t)dt/t'. Also n(x)=o(x), log f(x) =f¡xn(t)dt/t(t-\-x) =o(x). In |arg z\ áir-í,

5>0,wehave|log/(z)| = \f¡zn(t)dt/t(t+z)\ S csc(5/2) f0\z\n(t)dt/t{t + \z\) = csc(«/2) -lqg/(Jz|)

= o(|z|), since |z+i|2è(i- |z| cos 5)2+(|z! sin sy = (fi+\z\'+2t\z\) -2í|z| (1+cos S)

ê{(/+|z|)sin (9/2) ¡2.
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Again, when

(25) Xp > 1/2

we must take p = X. We now haveX>l/2, and so (15) still follows from (20),

and (23) is satisfied by any function of the form (1)(2).

To evaluate 2 let t=xu. Then

= xx" Í
Jo

»   «^P-P-l/2¿«

(26)

p = 0

P=i.

(«+ 1)

= xx'ir csc 7r(Xp — p + 1/2)

= 7txx'' sec pa when

= — 7txx" sec pa when

When p = Q it follows from (11), (17), (18), and (26) that

log /(xx) < 7TXX"(CSC xp + Éi)

which becomes (12) by replacing xx, éi by x, é respectively. We note that (22)

and (24) are the conditions numbered (8) and (9) in the enunciation of the

theorem.

Similarly, when p = X, it is easily seen that (13) follows from (11), (17),

(18), and (26), provided that (25), that is, (10) holds.

The second half of the theorem is proved in the same way(3).

Proof of Theorem II. In this case the asymptotic inequalities {(6) and

(7)} are given only for discrete sets of points on arg z = a, but, following

Titchmarsh [6, p. 196], we can show that the corresponding inequalities are

satisfied without exception on nearby radii arg z = a + S, and the above argu-

ment, with a±5 in place of a, completes the proof of Theorem II.

Let a>ir/2, ß = Tr — a. Then, with S>0 and a + 5<7r,

(27) log | /(*«««*•>) | < log | /(rne--) |

when

Re-2i(ß-S)
X - < 1-

that is, when

P2 - rl < 2an(R cos ß - 8 rn cos ß),

which is true for every a„ if

(3) We have to thank the referee for the remark that of the four statements made in this

theorem the two in which the inequality proceeds in the same way in hypothesis and conclu-

sion follow from Phragmen-Lindelöf theorems. In the other two cases the angle is too large for

the application of Phragmen-Lindelöf theorems, and our lemma seems essential.
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cos ß
(28) rn-===== èRèrn.

cos ß — 8

For all such values of R it follows from (27) and (6) that

log | f(Reiia+S)) | < irrn csc irp(cos pa + t)

< tR" csc 7rp{cos p(a + 8) + 2t\,

where Ô = 5(e). Actually (29) holds for all large R, as required, since the

hypothesis r„—>+ », rn+i/rn—>-X ensures that, for all n and therefore rn suffi-

ciently large, the intervals (28), corresponding to consecutive values of n,

overlap.

A similar discussion, but with (7) in place of (6), leads to

(30) log  |/(Z?eiCa-5)) | > ttR" csc xpjcos p(a - 8) - 2t\.

When 0<a^ir/2, the corresponding inequalities are verified by the same

technique, the details being easier, and for a = 0, (29) and (30) with 5 = 0

follow simply from (6), (7), and the fact that/(x) increases with x. When

— 7r<a<0, we have only to observe that \f(z)\ = |/(2)|.

Theorem II now follows at once from Theorem III, by using (29) and

(30) in place of (11) and (14).

Proof of Theorem I. Here a = ir. (30) with a=ir is obtained as above

and we get one of the required inequalities at once by using Theorem III.

The other inequality follows from (2) and Lemma 1 by the argument used in

proving Theorem III. Here, however, we are applying the lemma for \=a/ir

— X, and we must verify that the condition (16), which becomes

(31) f    | log/(rei9) | de = o(r*+1'2),

is satisfied in spite of the fact that log f(z) is infinite when z=—an,

n = X, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . We discuss the behaviour of the latter integral indirectly,

by considering

(32) h = f   | arg f(reiS) \ de,

(33) 22 = — f  log+ | l//(re") | dB,
2ir J -r

and

(34) I, = — f\og+ \f(re«)\de,
2ir J -r
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where log+ u means log u when u>l, and 0 otherwise.

Suppose now that

(35) log f(x) = o(x"') (0 <p' Û 1)

and hence (4)

(36) n(x) = o(x"').

From

arg f(reie) =   £ arg ( 1 -|-)
«=i \ an /

=  {Z   +   Zarg(l + —)},
Va„<2r a„ë2r \ «n / )

it follows, with arg/(z)=0 on the positive real axis, that

I arg/(re«) | ¿  Ln(2r) +    £  sin"1 (— )1
v a„i2r \aJ)

<  jx«(2r) + 2r     £    ¿*1
I r.„S2r /

á  |x»(2r) + 2r f    -—^-1

( r°° n(t)dt\
=  |x»(2r) + 2rj     -~-\ by (36),

= o(r"') by (36) (6).

Thus

(37) Ti = o(r»').

Now, 72, 73 are the means values denoted by m(r, 1/f), m(r, f) by Nevan-

linna, who has shown [3, p. 158; 4, p. 12] that for integral functions

m(r, f) = m(r, 1/f) + N(r, 1/f) + 0(1)

for all sufficiently large r, where TV is positive. It follows that

h ^ m(r, l/f) < m(r, f) ^ h

- *(rO, by (35).

From (32), (33), (34), (37), and (38) we have (31) as required, provided

(4) o(x<") =logf(x) =f^xn(t)dt/t(t+x) >f"xn(l)dt/t(t+x) >n(x) log 2.
(5) When p' = l, (35), (36), and the convergence of f°°n(t)dt/t2 are all consequences of the

convergence of H"_, (1-fz/o„) (0<a„<a„+i; ««•!, 2, • • • ). Compare footnote 2.
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that p'gp+1/2.
Thus we are justified in putting \p(z) = log/(sx) in Lemma 1, even when

\=a/w = X. The main lines of the proof of Theorem I are now clear. The

analogue of (17) is

(_1)P   r.™   xP+i/2log \f(-t)\dt(-xy  r
(39) iog/(a;)=A_^

7T Jo t»+1'2(t +   X)

which, with (2), gives one of the required inequalities, by the argument used

in proving Theorem III. The other inequality follows from Theorem III,

since, by Titchmarsh's device(6), (3) ensures that f(z) satisfies

log | /(re*«1-") | > vr" csc wp{cos p(ir - 8) - e} (8 > 0, r > r(e))

which is the hypothesis (14) of Theorem III with a = ir — b.

3. Functions of higher order. It is natural to enquire whether cor-

responding theorems hold for similar integral functions of higher order, and

only trivial modifications of the proof of Theorem III from Lemma 1 are

needed to obtain the following theorem.

Theorem IV. Let \a\ <w, g<p<g + l(7) and the canonical product

(-xy
(40)

A/ z\ /       z        1    z (-1)5   z"\
/(z) -n(l + -)exp (-- + -■-1-+ -i- • -¡ )

n=i \        aj \     (in       2   an q       aj

of at most order (q+X), convergent type, satisfy

(41) log I f(reia) | ~ irr" csc itp cos pa.

Then the relation

(42) log f(x) ~ ii' csc xp

holds if either

(43) (i) 0 < | a | < x/2p and log/(a) = o(x*'2^);    or

(2s - l)ir      .    ,       (25 + 1)tt
(44) (ii)-— < | a | <-— and log/(x) = 0(x^+1^^^)

2p 2p

with s a positive integer.

We are not able to generalise Theorems II and I completely, but give par-

tial generalisations in Theorems V and VI respectively. The loss of generality

(°) Used in proving Theorem II above.

(') The restrictions on p are necessitated by the following considerations. Firstly, the order

of the canonical product (40) cannot exceed (2+1), whence we must have pag+l in (41).

Secondly, by the definition of a canonical product, (40) implies divergence of 2^Ln-i añ°> so tnat

n(t) â*5, giving | log/Ox) | =f"x"+in{t)dt/f+Ht+x) ^x°. Thus (42) is impossible if p áí- Finally,

integral values of p must obviously be excluded from (41).
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is due to a further restriction on a in Theorem V and to a severe restriction

on p in Theorem VI. The latter theorem, however, together with Theorem

I, part (ii), does show that Titchmarsh's original Theorem, where 0 <p < 1/2,

can be extended to cover the range 0<p<3/2, py^X/2, py^X.

Theorem V. Let  \a\ <w, q<p<q+X, and the function defined by (40)

satisfy

(45) log  | f(r„e   ) ¡ < 7rrn csc xp(cos pa + (— X)"e)

for sufficienctly large r„ of a sequence such that

r„—> + oo, rn+i/rn —> 1,

and satisfy

(46) log | f(tne  ) | > Ttn csc 7rp(cos pa — (—1)««)

for a similar sequence tn. Then, as x tends to infinity along the positive real axis,

the relation

log f(x) ~ TX" csc Tip

follows from either of (43), (44) when cos qa, cos q+Xa are not of opposite sign.

In order to prove this theorem we reduce it to Theorem IV by showing

that the hypotheses enable us to verify that (45), (46) are valid for all large r

in place of r„ and *„. Titchmarsh's device for "filling up the gaps" is no longer

available, but in Lemma 2 below we develop an alternative method available

whenever

(47) n(l) < KP

is known. (47) follows from (45) or (46) when cos qa, cos q+Xa are not of

opposite sign. It seems plausible that the last clause could be omitted from

Theorem V, giving a complete generalisation of Theorem II.

Our proof of (47) proceeds as follows.

From (45) and the real part of the integral

(-1)« fJ 0

z"+1n(t)dt

t*+1(t + z)

for log/(z), evaluated at z = rneia, we have

(-1)5 f
Jo

(u cos q + X a + cos qa)n(rnu)du

u«+l(X + u2 + 2u cos a)

(48)

< irr„ CSC 7rp(cos pa + (— 1)'é)

after putting t = rnu, and we remember that
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q<p <q+ 1.

When q is even and cos qa, cos q+la are not negative, we find from (48)

that

/' °°  (u cos q + 1 a + cos qa)du „
- < xrn csc xp(cos pa + e)

i        m'+H1 + u2 + 2« cos a)

and hence

(49) n(rn) < Krn.

Dealing similarly with other cases in which the integrand is of constant sign

and choosing from (45) and (46) the appropriate inequality, we conclude that

(49), with tn sometimes in place of r„, holds whenever cos qa and cos q+la are

not of opposite sign. In order to obtain (49) for all large r, in place of all large

r„, we recollect that

(50) rn -> + », r„+i/r„ —> 1, as « -» »

and hence for

rn1kr á rn+i,

we have

»(f)       «(f„+i)      «(r„+i)(l + «)"
-^-— <- by (50)

r" r„ r„+1

< K by (49)

if e is chosen sufficiently small. Thus the required inequality (47) holds for all

large t.

The validity of (45) and (46) for all large r, in place of r„ and tn, now fol-

lows from the following lemma.

Lemma 2. 7e¿ |a| <ir, q<p<q+l,

(51) n(t) < Kt"

and

faz) = z~" log f(z),

wheref(z) is defined by (40). Then, on argz—a,

d{cp(z)}

¿{log 2}

is bounded.

We have
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that is,

(52)

/z=re /* z=i

d{4>(z)\ =
j=r„ el" J z=r„

<b(reia) - <b(r„eia) \ Ú (r - r») max
0(2)

^ KGr-0 (rB ^ r as rB+i)

since û)(z) is bounded, and it follows from (52) that, if rn and r„+iare consecu-

tive members of the sequence mentioned in Theorem V, the inequalities

that is,

I <p(reia) - <p(rneia) | < e,

log/(reia)       log/(r„eia)
<«,

(reia)" (r„eia)"

and a fortiori

I r " log I f(re"") | - rn" log | f(rj") | | < t

are true for all n>no(e), and

rn á r á »-n+i.

We conclude that the inequality (45) is valid for all large r. The same argu-

ment shows that it is permissible to replace *„ in (46) by r, and this completes

the reduction of Theorem V to Theorem IV. We must, however, give a proof

of Lemma 2.

Proof of Lemma 2. From

<b(z) m z-p log f(z) = (-X)"z"+1-p Í
J 0

n(t)dt

0     f+1(t + z)

we have

(53)

d{<t>(z)\

¿{log 2}
:-l)«*j(g+l - p)z<->f

n(t)dl

0     t"+\t + z)

rx      n(t)dt     )
- Z"+1-p ■-;-} .

Jo     t^Hl + z)2)

When z = reia, with \ct\ <ir,
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| z + t \2 = (t + r cos a)2 + (f sin a)2

(54) = (¿2 + r2 + 2¿r) - 2¿r(l - cos a)

fc {(t + r) cos (a/2)} \

The boundedness of d{<p(z) }/¿jlog z} follows from (47), (53), and (54). For

example, the first integral in (53) is less in modulus than

_•"  Kf-i^dt r°°   u>-i-Hu
sec

/•» Kf-S~1dt C
(a/2) ~-—— = Kr?'*-1 sec (a/2)

J o       (I + r) Jo(t + r) Jo      (u+1)

= Pir"-?"1 (t = ru),

since q<p<q+l, and the second is similarly less than K2r"-Q~2.

We conclude this paper by stating and proving the following extension of

Titchmarsh's theorem.

Theorem VI. Let

/(*) = ft Í1 + — ) <-'* (0<an< an+u n = 1, 2, 3, - ■ • )
n-l \ Un/

be a canonical product such that, for each e>0,

(55) log | f(—x) | < xx"(cot xp + e)

for all sufficiently large x(>0), and

(56) log | /(— xn) | > xxn(cot xp — e)

for sufficiently large xn of a sequence such that

Xn —* +   «= , Xn+l/Xn —> 1.

Then, as x tends to infinity along the positive real axis, the relation

log f(x) ~ xx' csc xp

holds if 1 <p <3/2 and

log/(x) = o(x312)

as x tends to infinity.

Proof of Theorem VI. We use the same argument as in the proof of

Theorem I, but have to replace Titchmarsh's device(8) for filling up the gaps,

by Lemma 2. The deduction of

(57) - log/(x) < «'(- csc xp + e)

follows at once from (55) and formula (39) with p = l. The opposite inequality

(8) Used in proving Theorem II above.
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— log/(x) > XX"( — CSC -Kp — é),

needed to complete the proof, is similarly deduced from

(58) log | f(re^-S)) \ > -irr" csc irp{cos p(ir - 8) + ei] (8 > 0)

and formula (17) with \=a/ir = (w — o)/ir.

We show that (58) is a consequence of the hypotheses as follows. Putting

log/(«) = -   f
J 0

in (57), we have

x2n(t)dt

~t2(t + x)

r. x2n(t)dt
< ttxp(— csc ivp + é),

t\t + x)

whence

(59) n(x) < Kxp.

Hence, by Lemma 2, (58) holds for all large r if it does for a sequence rn

such that rn—>+ », rn+i/rn—*X as n—>+ ». This is in fact the case. We have

only to take r„ = x„ sec S, where xn is the sequence mentioned in (56), and to

observe that log |/(— x+i'y)| ^log [/( — x)| since

(— x + iy\                         /          x\
1_|-±\e(x+iv)lan    ^     fi-)

a„      /                          \         aj

o*l<*n

foralla„(>0).

In conclusion we should point out that this theorem could evidently be

extended to the case 3/2<p<2, if an alternative method of obtaining (59)

can be found; for, if so, Lemma 2 can be used for the "gap-filling" argument.
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